Ohio Systems of Care Project ECHO® for Multi-System Youth
Project Extension for Community Healthcare Outcomes (Project ECHO®) uses telecommunications to connect
clinicians’ community partners with experts from multiple disciplines. The experts provide partners with the
specialized knowledge they need to care for youth and families with complex conditions in their communities.
Project ECHO is a trademarked technological platform and methodology that was developed at the University of New
Mexico. It is being used around the globe to provide:
●
●
●

Opportunities for local clinicians and community partners to present complex real-life scenarios to panels of
multidisciplinary experts and virtual learning communities.
Discussions of the scenarios and written recommendations from the learning community.
Brief lectures on topics of special interest.

Project ECHO improves healthcare outcomes for a variety of complex conditions by sharing the right knowledge, at the right place, at the right time.
“This is a very evolved way to network with our peers and to be able to pick some of the most experienced brains about individuals in our treatment programs.”
— Northeast Ohio Medical University Project ECHO participant

Need Help with a Youth and Family?
Family and Children First Council (FCFC) coordinators may refer a case for consultation during a Systems of Care Project ECHO for Multi-System Youth session to
the Family and Children First Regional Liaisons, Aimee.Matusik@mha.ohio.gov or Jennie.Horner@mha.ohio.gov The FCF Regional Coordinator will request that
the local FCF coordinator complete an ECHO case presentation form. (Click here to download form.)
Individuals are welcome and encouraged to attend all ECHO sessions to join our learning community, not just those at which they are presenting a case.

How to Join
Case presentations are shared from across Ohio from 11:30 AM to 1:00 PM every Thursday through June 24, 2021. Anyone may participate and join as frequently
as they choose. Learn more or sign up at https://wraparoundohio.org/project-echo/ or https://www.neomed.edu/projectecho/.

Questions?
Send an email to SystemofCareECHO@neomed.edu or visit www.wraparoundohio.org.

